PUNISHED BY HIS LOVE
Chapter 2318
The
old man’s words are very clear.
He allowed his fifty-year-old daughter to fall in love, but he would
never tolerate a man cheating on his daughter’s feelings and hurting
her heart.
“I will never hurt Alyce’s heart.” Tong Jianan once again showed his
determination to Mr. Shu.
Mr. Shu smiled coldly: “So, three years! In three years, if you can
persevere, I will believe you!”
Tong Jianan: “…”
At that moment, he really wanted to kill Mr. Shu.
However, he does not have the ability, nor the courage.
Unless he doesn’t want to live anymore.
“Three years, don’t worry! It must be three years! No no no! Don’t say
three years, it is five years, even if it is a lifetime, as long as it is good
to Alyce, I will do it!”
“You better live forever! “Master Shu dropped those words, turned
around, and left.
When he walked to his car, he turned around and said to Tong Jianan:
“I’m getting old! I’ll be ninety years old soon. I’ve been ups and downs
all my life, and I was once young! When I met Alyce’s mother, She is
already in her forties.
Where is Alyce’s mother? She was
not yet thirty years old at that time!

Seeing that I am a real conqueror, she could easily fall in love with me.
Ask yourself, where was mine
at that time?
The first time I saw Alyce’s mother, she saved my life, and because of
that time, I made Alyce’s mother my daughter.
Just ask, if Alyce’s mother was a fifty-year-old woman at that time.
I might prefer to be captured alive by the enemy and beaten to death.
I also won’t let Alyce’s mother be my daughter.
Because I can’t do it!
Because of disgust!
It’s not that I bury our men!
Men all over the world are a virtue!
Only like the young, who would cherish the old?
Wife can!
Because the ups and downs have gone for a lifetime.
What about other women?
Did you and Alyce come from when we were young?
no!
You know Alyce, and it adds up to a month, just a month!
young people!
My little Sheng is over fifty years old!
It would be a good thing for her to meet her love in this life.
but!

I wish she could not meet her own love, and I don’t want her heart to
be broken!
She is in her fifties and can’t be hurt anymore.
Moreover, she is a person who is extremely sympathetic and
righteous. If her heart is broken, it is possible that her life will be lost!
no, you understand!
So you’d better treat her straight for the rest of your life!
Don’t try to touch her!
Don’t say a lifetime, just three years. I think it’s possible for my old
man’s body to burn for another three years. If you can treat her as
good as always within three years, I will consider letting you both get
married!
That’s what it means! “
The words must be said, Mr. Shu got into the car directly, and the
driver started the engine.
The car left like an arrow.
The rest of Tong Jianan was alone at the door, stunned for a long
time.
He could feel that the deterrent of the old man was very powerful.
As long as there is a little mistake, not only will he not be able to
defraud Alyce of money, he will really die.
This afternoon, after Tong Jianan returned to their gang’s den, he told
the other members of the gang to retreat.
“This is not a very lucrative business. The father of the old woman is
watching closely. Although he is almost ninety years old now, it is not
bad that he is a good person, but his deterrent is very powerful. Not
only the
old man.

There is an old woman’s daughter and son-in-law, and no one in the
entire South City can match.

Chapter 2319
We lie to such an old woman, if you are not careful, your life will be
lost! “
The boss of the gang sneered: “Afraid?
Tong Jianan: “Aren’t you afraid? ” “The boss of the
the gang immediately said: “Afraid!
Tong Jianan sneered: “That’s incredible! ” “
” But since ancient times, wealth and wealth have been sought in
danger! I know her son-in-law, who was an illegitimate child back then!
Back then, the Fu Group didn’t even have a dime for him, but they still
used the bombing as bait to take the Fu Group into their pockets! “
Tong Jianan: “…”
“And her father, you heard her father say today that when he was
fighting abroad, it was a life-and-death experience. It was a good life
after death. , it was a woman who saved him!
This woman saved him, but instead, he ate this woman and wiped it
up!
I have never married this woman in my life.
I haven’t recognized my own daughter for most of my life!
If he really found out in his conscience when he was young, let his
woman live a better life and bring his daughter home, would there still
be Alyce who lives alone and refuses to recognize his father? “
Tong Jianan had to admit: “This is true. “
“Alyce!” What a pie for us, living alone! No husband! Bad relationship
with father! Daughter and son-in-law are usually very busy with life

and work! She is a 50-year-old woman who loves playing and dancing.
She is not of the same age. Can she not be alone!
We just need to catch her for that.
We can take all her assets in our pockets!
Mr. Shu is powerful and covers the sky with one hand, but can his
hand cover abroad? “To
get the half of her property, all of us have settled abroad, and each of
us has hundreds of millions of dollars in our hands. What kind of
beautiful girl do you want, can’t you have it?
Let me tell you Jianan, it’s over the limit. The village, this store is
gone.
We have been in the business of cheating and abducting for so many
years. This is the first time we have encountered such a large order.
It is a pity to give up.
At least now, Mr. Shu does not know that we are liars.
I’m just worried about his daughter’s emotional damage, but he’s also
in a hurry.
Because her daughter won’t even let him in.
What do you
care about! Be careful!
There’s nothing!” The
gang leader said something, offset the worries and fears in Tong
Jianan’s heart.
He was reluctant to let it go.
Seeing that the fat is about to get into the mouth, who is willing to let
go?

From that day on, Tong Jianan, under the supervision of Mr. Shu, did
not dare to touch Alyce even a hair.
Alyce gave him various hints.
He was extremely itchy.
The itchier, the more he couldn’t eat it.
That worry is simply tormented to Tong Jianan.
He is a man in his forties. He used to be every three to five, and he
never lacked women. Now, he is doing well, and his life is just like the
one in the temple.
If you can really cultivate like a monk, you can at least make yourself
calm.
But he can’t.
Because Alyce acted coquettishly at him every once in a while.
Almost every day, she wants fresh flowers at home. She is a very
elegant woman in very romantic life. Tong Jianan must keep up with
Alyce’s pace.
In a few days, the greasy look on his face, the sweet talk, was
exposed in front of Alyce.
Alyce naturally knew it.
Tong Jianan couldn’t see his exposure, because that was his nature.
Once his nature was exposed, he became even more anxious.
Because he was in a hurry, occasionally, he would carry Alyce to date,
get drunk, etc.
This is also the reason why Arron met Tong Jianan in a restaurant
once because he was agitated.
Ren Tongjianan’s entire gang never imagined that all of this was a
tactic used by Alyce and the police to unite.

Alyce is protecting himself from being violated by Tong Jianan, and at
the same time allowing Tong Jianan’s gang to expose themselves,
become restless, and lose their temper without knowing it.
“According to our plan, it may take a while for Tong Jianan’s group to
be arrested, but because of your forcible intervention…” The mother
looked at Suzi gently and said.
Suzi was stunned for a moment: “Because of me?”

